In response to the directive by Government authorities, the limited AkshayaVata is on a ‘limited service protocol’. The parartha activities (services conducted for devotees) will continue to be performed. With the abundant caution and concern of our revered acharyas and our passionate staff, who are committed to support Nitya Karmas and we greatly appreciate their willingness and commitment to make sure that we do not miss our Nitya Karma.

Having said that there are we absolutely need to maintain, enforce and follow the framework for everyone’s well-being. We ask for your support, grace, cooperation and compliance in this very important framework.

This framework will be in effect, unless & until communicated otherwise. As & when possible and needed, the update will be published barring with the current framework will be in vogue.

SSVT AkshayaVata POCs: - (1) Ananth Iyengar, SSVT Devotee Manager | 8582578387 | ssvpuja@ssvt.org (2) Venkat Angarai Subramanian, Member SSVT BOT | 3015237238 | angaraivenkatsubramanian@gmail.com
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AKSHAYAVATA COVID19 FRAMEWORK FOR DEVOTEES – Ver 2.0 - 21 Mar 2020

The framework is very important and should be followed strictly failing which SSVT has the right to cancel the service. Your understanding, cooperation and help is very critical

1. General Guidelines
   1.1. No Personal service at home or outside 1.2. Please keep the Devotee Scheduling Manager as the primary contact and Trustee Venkat Anagari Subramanian as the secondary contact (Herein after referred as SSVT POCs) 1.3. Guru’s will not take Uber or Lyft or Taxi service 1.4. No More than 9 People in the group for any AkshayaVata service 1.5. SSVT Scheduling Manager OUGHT to be informed, If 1.6. If there are family members who are sick and impacted by COVID-19, 1.7. If there are members visiting from any International destination in the last 14 days, 2. Dahana (cremation) Service
   2.1. The Guru will come straight to Crematorium and return. This is the only personal service that the Guru’s will travel outside SSVT 2.2. If the Guru can’t drive, the SSVT POCs will coordinate and plan 3. Aparaa Service (2-13 Day Ceremonies)

3.1. Pinda offering need to be explored and discussed with SSVT POCs 3.2. This can be performed only @ AkshayaVata 4. Oonam/Masikam/Tarpanam/Sraddham
   4.1. This will be performed only @ AkshayaVata 4.2. Only Hiranya (without offering food and offering daskshina to the priests) 4.2.1. No Paavarna, No Sankalpa, No Anna, No Homam 4.3. Devotee will have the opportunity to perform Paarvana/Homam in future, when the normalcy returns either following appropriate thithi or during Mahalaya with the guidance of our pools of Guru
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